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Abstract : This paper identilies the attitudes and perceptions of 1\merican trnn::lkrs tO\\ards 
\'iemam including their search, use and ernluation of destination-based of products and ser,·ices. With 
a \"i..".w to identil~ing tht'. extent to which Vietnam prn,·ides the desrin:nion attributes sought by .'\rm:ri
can tourists. the paper uses a \·aricty of rnriables including socio-demographics. tra1·eJ characteristics. 
perception.> and beha,·ioural intentions. It e\·arnines le1·els of perception and satisfaction and bd1a1·
ioural intentions I.destination loy:ilty) with regards to Vietnam tourism products and services. In addi
tion ro its academic signilicancc. the research should provide tourism ser"l'ice providers and destination 

. marketers "·ith improu-d insights into the beha\·iour and characteristics of American tourist;,. 

Kl'~· words: Vietnam. American tourists . perceptions, satisfaction, destination loyalty, tourism 

products and sen•il"es 

Introduction 
An Overvie\v of Tourism in Vietnam 

Viemam has increasing appeal for holidaymakers seeking novelty and ex
citement. It is a popular destination amongst both group and independent trawl
lers and this popularity is largely attributable to the natural scenery and exotic 
culture. This appeal is somewhat similar to what applies for the rest of East Asia 
(.Millington. 200 l J. The steady growth of international tourist arriYals is indica
tive of Vietnam's appeal in diverse markets. The growth experienced owr the 
period 2000 to 2005 is highlighted in Table 1. 

Table 1: Intemational Tourist Arrivals to Viemam by Major Countries (2000-
2005) 
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Nationality 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

China 672.846 724 .385 639,423 778,431 684.054 
Japan 204.860 279,769 209,730 267,210 298,979 
Taiwan 200.061 211.072 207.866 256.906 260.987 
USA 230.470 259.967 218,928 272.473 299,442 
France 99,700 111,546 86,791 104,025 114,779 
Australia 84.085 96,624 93,292 128.661 132.398 
Britain 64.673 69.682 63.348 71.016 73.828 
Thailand 31.789 40,999 40,123 53,682 77.599 
Total 1.588.484 1.794.044 1.559. 1.932.404 1.942.066 

501 
Grand Total 2,330,050 2,627,988 2,073,433 2,927,876 3,140,426 

Source: \.'NAT120061 

Of the top six tourism generating countries for Vietnam. China was con
sistently ranked first and the USA ranked second. As outlined in Table I these 
were followed by Japan. Taiwan, Australia and France. The USA has strong his
torical and cultural links with Vietnam and over the period 1997 to 2005 arrivals 
almost doubled from 147.982 to 333.566 (VNAT. 2006). It is forecast that by 
the year 2010 the lJ SA will maintain its position as the second largest source of 
international tourists to Vietnam. 

An overview of the US Market 
Vietnam targeted the American market for tourism relati\·ely late and the 

market remains relatively underdeveloped. Vietnam was closed to American citi
zens over the two decades leading up to 1993, with US- based tourism compa
nies prohibited from any active engagement. The US led trade and investment 
embargo and passport restrictions acted as constraints on personal travel. The 
"Dealing with the Enemies Act" was finally repealed in 1994 and traYel and trade 
sanctions were discontinued. The re-establishment of diplomatic ties prompted 
a new era of commercial and cultural relations and the emergence of largely 
positive press coverage. Overcoming some unfavourable coverage, the profile 
has maintained Vietnam as top of mind for American tourists. Vietnam is now 
open to American leisure. business and VFR (visiting friends and relatives) trav
ellers and the travel industry is free to engage in marketing. 

Recently a marked shift in preference has been evident amongst American 
travellers away from longer and more expensive tra\'el to Europe towards cheaper 
trips to Asia including Vietnam. US travellers are constantly in search of ne\v 
destmations offe1ing the opportunity to experience a wide range of activities and 
attractions, often with the added appeal of encountering a new culture. The changing 
ethnicity of the USA. including the anivals of Vietnamese migrants since 1970, 
has increased awareness amongst the US population of the diversity of Asian 
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cultures. Amongst American travellers, interest in Asia appears to correlate 
strongly with educational attainment. A strong intellectual orientation is borne 
out by interest in educational trips generally and Vietnam's cultural and historical_ 
offerings in particular. Attractions for American travellers to Vietnam ha\"e in
cluded appealing history and exotic culture. 

Ruppel et al. ( 1991) have noted that Americans seldom trave I to poor, de
veloping countries with the exception of Mexico. Vietnam is however excep
tional because it reminds Americans of their past and their national heritage. 
Vietnam's appeal in the USA may be because an earlier generation was directly 
involved in aiding the colonial powers against the Vietnamese military. \;Var memo
ries are one of the reasons why visitors generally and war veterans in particular 
make pilgrimage to the erstwhile theatres of \.var. Alongside the veterans are ur
ban middle class explorers " :ho eYince a keen interest of knowing about other 
cultures and traditions. The marketing of tourism packages amongst Ame1ican 
veterans appears to offer potential, particularly as Americans have some famili
arity with Vietnam. Hundreds of thousands of American soldiers were stationed 
throughout Vietnam during peacetime and many are now interested in revisiting 
Vietnam. motivated by nostalgia or by curiosity about how things have changed. 
Vietnam has a plethora of war sites which are of interest to both veterans and 
their families, uninvolved service personnel and to others interested in military 
histor.y. Ame1icans who are interested in exploring sites of military significance 
are good prospects. Those who experienced active sen-ice in the Vietnam \\'ar 
are an..xious to reh1rn under more favorable conditions. However, the l'..S. market · 
is complex and heterogeneous. The potential market is a relatively small subset 
ofalhravelers and it is necessary for Vietnam's destination marketing organiza
tions need to focus greater promotional effort on the market segments that offer 
greatest potential. Vietnam will however continue to enjoy an advantage with re
spect to the US leisure, business and VFR markets as the various air transport 
links are progressively re-established between the two countries. · 

The foregoing discussion suggests that limited research has been under
taken on the American outbound travel market. Despite Vietnam's ample oppor
tunity to expand its share of the US market, no systematic investif'lltion has been 
undertaken about American perceptions of Vietnam. 111e literature regarding the 
travel behaviour and holiday satisfaction American travellers to Vietnam is sparse 

. and appears virtually non-existent. Truong and King (2005) examined the per
ceived attractiveness and extent of satisfaction amongst American tomists with 
the products consumed in Viemam. Trnong and King (2006) in Yes ti gated how 
cultural ditierences impact upon American tourists and Vietnamese host percep
tions of the quality of sen'ice offered or received. particularly as they apply to 
the attributes and perfom1ance of service providers. These differences are exam-
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ined with a view to developing an understanding of cross-cultural tourist-host 
perceptions about service quality which are both positive and mutual. For this 
reason. there is a need to examine the behaviour, perception and satisfaction lev
els of American tourists. identifying salient activity preferences and travel char
acteristics will assist the development of strategies which pursue the achieve
ment of competitive advantage. Investigating the perceptions. satisfaction and 
behavioural intentions of American travellers towards tourism products and serv
ices in Vietnam will assist the development ofan understanding of the needs and 
expectations of the American market as well as other Western markets with im
plications for staff training, service improvement and product development. The 
aims of the present paper are: 

1) to provide ·a comprehensive O\•erview of American tourist behaviour in 
Vietnam using a combination of socio-demographics, travel characteristics, per
ceived importance and satisfaction with tourism products and the beha,·ioural 
intentions of finding out which destination attributes tourists most liked or dis
liked, and. 

2) to examine the relationship between tourist perceptions. satisfaction and 
destination loyalty. 

Literature View 
Destination Image and Tourist Perceptions 

Destination image involves perceptions held about an area by potential visi
tors. It may be viewed as the sum of beliefs. ideas and impressions that a person 
has of potential tourist destinations (Calatone et al., 1989: Crompton. 1997). of 
a place (Phelps, 1986) or ofvacation attributes (Richardson and Crompton. 1988). 
Destination image is also defined as how a country is perceived relative to others 
and is viewed as a complex combination of various products and associated at
tributes (Gartner. 1989). From these studies it may be concluded that destination 
image is otten viewed as the perception or impression of a destination. 

Gens ch ( 1978) characterised "image" as an abstract concept incorporating 
the influences of past promotion, reputation and peer evaluation ofaltematives. 
Image may also be viewed as connoting consumer expectations. He argued that 
image plays a more significant role in product situations where consumers ha ... ·e 
difficulty obtaining an objective measurement of the imponant product amibutes. 
Since they are generally unsuited for testing prior to travel. tounsm products 
require subjective judgments rather than objective measurement. Potential tour
ists frequently have limited knowledge about destinations which they have not 
previously visited (Cm and Crompton, 1992 ). They have difficulty fonning ob
jective measures of the important attributes of the destination or vacation sites. 
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In this context, the destination image takes on a holistic position in the product 
evaluation pro~ess. Moutinho (1987) viewed an image as "total thought'' about 
the product derived through processing the infonnation of things or products. He 
also proposed that product images are a function of the level of awareness, be
liefs and attitudes developed about the product, and associated expectations about 
prospective benefits . 

. Destination image incorporates a number of functional characteristics 
associated with the more tangible destination traits such as scenery, attractions, 
accommodation, prices, transport, infrastruch1re and climate. It also encapsu
lates psychological characteristics concerning intangible aspects such as the level 
of friendliness. safety, atmosphere and quality of service that is expected. These 
characteristics may be arranged along a continuum ranging from traits which can 
be commonly used to co~1pare all destinations, to those \vhich are unique to very 
few destinations. In the present study, destination image is briefly examined by 
measuring the perceptions of functional and psychological attributes in conjunc
tion with the interviews and observations conducted by the researcher to deter
mine holistic impressions and to capture unique features. 

In order to assess the attractiveness of Vietnam to prospecti•.-e·American 
tourists, it is useful to understand thejr perceptions, preferences and opinions. 
The attractiveness of a travel destination reflects the feelings, beliefs and opin
ions that an individual has about the destination's perceived ability to satisfy their 
special rncation needs (Hu and Richie, 1993). In the literature, the notion of 
destination attractiveness has been conceptualised by linking .it with the deci
sion-making process and with the specific objectives demanded by travellers 
(Mayo and Jarvis, 1981 ). Tourists typically demand a set ofnatural or man-made 
attractions or "something interesting or unusual to see or to do" (Ferrario, 1979) 
as attractions provide major symbols and images for the presentation of destina
tions to the public (Leiper, 1990). As a result, an accurate assessment of product 
image is a prerequisite for designing an effective marketing strategy (Reilly. 
1990). 

The research suggests that those destination.s with strong, positive images 
~r~ mor~ likely to be considered and chos~1 withi~ travel decision processes 
( Vl'oods1de and Lysonski. 1989). As a result, Clestmat10n unage has an important 
role in the various models of travel decision-making that have been developed 
(Moutinho. 1984; Woodside and Lysonski, 1989). Destination image is defined 
as not only the perceptions of individual destination attributes but also the holis
tic impression made bv the destination. Once at the destination. satisfaction lareelv 
depends upon a comp~rison of expectations based on previou~ly held images :md 
the realities encountered at the destination (Chon, 1990). Touristdestination 
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images are important where this is the case because they influence both the deci
sion-making behaviour of American tourists and their levels of satisfaction re
garding their tourist experiences in Vietnam. Understanding the various different 
destination images of Vietnam held by American pleasure traYellers would be 
\·aluable, enabling the salient attributes and the re-evaluated image to be incorpo
rated into the process of marketing and planning for tourism. 

Tourist Satisfaction 

Pizam. Neumann and Reichel (1978) have defined tourist satisfaction as a 
comparison between "a tourist's experience at the destination visited and the ex
pectations about the destination". Pearce ( 1980) emphasises that tourist satis
faction is dependent on pre-travel favourability towards the destination thereby 
contributing to post-travel favourability. Moutinho (1987) notes that satisfac
tion is priniarily a fonction of pre-travel expectations and post-travel experiences. 
Oliver and Desarbo ( 1988) incticate that an individual's expectation is confim1ed 
when a sen·ice perfonns as expected and is negatively disconfinned when the 
sen'ice perfonns worse than expected. and is positively disconfinned when the 
sen·ice perfonns better than expected. This definition has been criticised for 
assuming that expectations are adequate predictors of satisfaction. In fact evi
dence suggests that the most satisfactory experiences may be those that are m1-

expected (Arnould et al, 1993 ). Furthern1ore, Weber ( 1996) has mentioned that 
consumer satisfaction is a central concept in marketing theory and practice and 
has a direct influence on future purchase intentions. market share and word-of
mouth communication. Consumer satisfaction can help strengthen the competi
tive position of products. Based on these definitions, the expectations and expe
riences of tourists will greatly affect their le,'els of holiday satisfaction or dis
satisfaction. Satisfaction is a multi-faceted concept and should be assessed by 
referring to many indi\idual aspects of the holiday encounter. for example prod
ucts, sen ices and facilities. 

The study of tourist beha,·iour should include both what tourists need and 
the outcome of the need. namely how well tourist needs are met and how satis
fied the tourists are with the services or products that are proYided. Parasuraman 
et al. (1988) have suggested that questions relating to perceptions of both need 
and outcome will be considered. Many studies concentrate on tourist needs but 
few focus on satisfaction with the attributes of a destination (Weber, 1996: Cho. 
1998). or on the percei\·ed need of tourists and their satisfaction with the out
come of the need. The present study includes an analysis of the American visi
tors' perceived importance of and satisfaction with regards to products and sen;
ices encountered in Viemam 
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Destination Loyalty (Behavioural Intentions) 
Past research has suggested that satisfaction is an excellent predictor of 

repurchase intentions (Choi and Chu 2001; Petrick 2002). The importance of 
repeat visitation in i11temationally tourism is widely acknowledged. Repeat visi
tation is important for the destination as a whole and for indi\idual attractions. 
The lesser cost im·oh-ed in marketing to repeat consumers has frequently been 
noted as a positive association (Haywood 1989; Rosenberg and Czepiel 1983). 
The "earning potential" of reducing consumer attrition has also been mentioned 
(Reicheld and Sasse, 1990). Repeat visitation has been used inn1itively by opera
tC.1rs and destination managers as an indicator of positive product perceptions. 

Alongside intention to revisit, \VOrd-of-mouth (WOM) communication has 
also been identified as a vehicle for ex-pressing satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
with products (Murray, 1991). This form of communication is widely regarded 
as an important and popular marketplace phenomenon. It has been suggested that 
infonnal infonnation from WOM has strong impacts on customer evaluations of 
products and sellers and on future purchase decisions (Richins. t 983: Bolen, 
1994 ). In tourism, the personal experiences of customers form the basis of as
sessments of both tangible products and intangible services. 

Other researchers such as Pizam, Neumann and Reichel ( 1978) and Danaher 
and Arweiler ( 1996) have demonstrated that satisfaction is a valuable concept in 
understanding destination perforn1ance. A number of studies have in\'estigated 
the impact of destination attributes on intentions to revisit and to recommend 
(Baker and Crompton, 2000; Kozak and Rimmington, 2000: Ross, 1993). An 
inwstigation of each at1ribute's impact on future intentions could demonstrate 
the strengths and weaknesses of destinations by assessing their individual per
fom1ance levels and the feedback received from their customers. }..'evertheless, 
an !nvestigation of the influence of overall tourist satisfaction and the level of 
satisfaction with specific attributes and their impact on repeat visitation to Viet
nam has remained limited beside the Truong's (2002) study. The objectives of 
the present study are to examine any relationship between tourist perceptions. 
satisfaction with their intention to repeat visits and recommendations to others. 

Hypothesis 
The literanire revie"' has shmrn that there is a relationship betv.'een percep

tion, satisfaction and behavioural intention (destination loyalty). As outlined in 
Figure 1 it is a hypothesis of the present p<qJer that: 

1. the perceived importance of tourists will assist the prediction of satisfac
tion and behavioural intentions, 

2. behavioural intentions (including 'intention to return to the destination' & 
the willingness to recommend it) have been used as indicators oft.ravel behaviour, 
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fTl Figure I_: Inter-Relationship Model of Perception, Satisfaction and 
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The current study sought to identify the socio-demographics and travel char
acteristics of American tourists. It also sought to investigate how respondents 
rate the relatiYe importance of tourism product attributes in Vietnam and how 
satisfied they are with these attributes. ·n1e survey \Vas administered to respond
ents at the end of their tour and is therefore focused on satisfaction as deter
mined by attributes experiences and importance but not on expectations. Although 
expectations are thought to contribute to satisfaction. they are by no means the 
only determinant of satisfaction. and the strength of this study is to inYestigate 
the relationship betv.•een perceived importance and satisfaction as \vell as the 
behaviouml intention of American visitors towards products and services experi
enced in Vietnam. 

A combination of quantitative and qualitative data was used to elaborate the 
findings of the study for a number ofreasons: 

A quantitative approach was selected because it encompasses strnctural de
sign and focuses on statisticaJ procedures. Survey questionnaire constitute one 
fonn of quantitative research and involve asking a large number of prospectiYe 
respondents the same set of questions and then examining their answers. The 
advantages of this approach include the use oflarge sample sizes representing 
the population under consideration and the measurement of means. attitudes and 
opinions using scores and ratings. The results when summarized and analyzed 
allow for generalizations to be fommlated with a degree of confidence. Quanti
tative approaches also have some shortcomings. In-depth infom1ation about the 
subjects may not be forthcoming and large samples are required to facilitate sta
tistical analysis (Brunt. 1997). 

A qualitative approach was also used because this allowed the researchers to 
understand both what happened and how and why it happens {Kraus and Allen, 
1997: 99). Qualitative data is more personal and easily understandable (Brunt, 
1997; Veal. 1998; Henderson, 1991 ). It is based on an inductive approach and 
allows theory to emerge rather than to construct it preordinately. Furthennore. 
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researchers have a better opportunity to get closer to the infonnants and grasp 
their point of view and vision. Qualitative methods can therefore pro\'ide mean
ingfi.il data from a limited number of individuals regarding their expectations, 

experiences, behaviour, needs and aspirations. 
Though both quantitative arid qualitative methods were used in this study, the 

stronger emphasis was on the quantitative approach. Primary data were r:,.rathered 
mainly by a questionnaire suffey of tourists. Qualitative data from the interviews 
and researchers' participant observations were also collected to supplement and 
help to interpret the suf\"ey results. There \Vere some delicate matters from a 
respondent perspecti\"e that were worthy of exploration because of the special 
relationship between Vietnam and the USA in tem1S of history, politic arid cul
ture. Timnks to the direct interaction between researchers and respondents in the 
fonn of participant obserrntions and intef\"iews, rich infonnation and f.rteater 
insights into respondent feelings could be obtained. 

TI1erefore, a combination of survey-based interviews and participant obser
vations was view·ed as the most suitable data collection for the cunent study. TI1is 
approach enabled the researchers a) to achieve a high total response rate; b) to 
reveal infomiation about feelings and emotions regarding different subjects; c) 
to provide greater sensitivity to any misunderstanding by respondents; and d) to 
provide infonnation on non-verbal behaviour of respondents. This is reconfinned 
by Henderson ( 1991 ), Newman ( 1997) and Veal ( 1998) who indicated that un
derstanding both qualitative and_quantitative approaches will enable researchers 
to know a broader range of research and can used in complementary ways in 
order to achieYe better outcomes. 

For analysis purposes. frequency distributions were used to analyse 
respondent socio-demographic profiles and travel characteristics. Paired sam
ple t test were used to identit)1 levels of importance and satisfaction in respond
ent assessments of Vietnam. These assessments \Vere applied to the attractive
ness of the country, the price and quality of products and senice and destination 
satety and security. Inteniews and obsen'ations were also used to provide a clearer 
picture ofrespondent perceptions of tourism products and services in Vietnam. 

Instrument 
A five-part questionnaire was prepared containing a series of closed ques

tions. TI1e first and second parts aimed at investigating respondent socio-demo
graphic profiles and travel characteristics. The third part aimed at examining re
spondent behavioural intentions. The fourth and fifth parts attempted to capture 
tourist perceptions and satisfaction with products and services encountered in Vi
etnam. TI1e questions included in these sections referred to respondent percep
tions of Vietnam and satisfaction in tem1s of destination attractiveness, products 
and services and destination uncertainty. This section consisted of thirty-one at-
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tributes as described below. lt comprised the key variables from the literature re
view developed by Trnong (2002} regarding tourism products and services: 

•> Perceived destination attractiveness was measured using variables reflect
ing overall visitor perceptions of Vietnam in tem1s of attractions, activities, ac
commodation, amenities and accessibility offered by Vietnamese hosts. 

·:- Perceived value was measured with variables reflecting visitor percep
tions of the price, quality and variety of products and services received. eg. the 
rnlue of goods & services for the prices charged such as price of som·enirs. gifts. 
food and beverages & the overall value for money for their holiday in Vietnam. 

·:- Perceived uncertainty was measured with variables reflecting visitors' 
perceptions of the political stability and the overall safety and security of Viet
nam as holiday destination .. 

Respondents were asked to indicate their perceptions of these holiday at
tributes on a six point Likert-type scale fonnat with l indicating "Completely 
Unimportant" and 6 meaning "Extremely Important". Respondents were then asked 
to indicate their satisfaction with the same holiday attributes on a 6-point Likert
type scale fonnac with l indicating "Completely unsatisfied" and 6 meaning "Ex
treme I y satisfied". 

Sample and Procedure 
This paper fonns part of a larger investigation of the perceptions and satis

faction levels of international tourists towards Vietnam. The sample population 
for the present study was drmm from American residents ,·isiting Vietnam on an 
escorted tour or as free independent travellers and whose purpose of journey was 
holiday, business, education, conference or visiting friends and reJatives. The 
fieldwork component of the study was conducted in Vietnam between Februa1y 
2003 and February 2004. The researchers approached respondents randomly at 
major attractions. restaurants, shops. hotels and bars in selected major cities in 
Vietnam. It was anticipated that travellers would complete the instrument upon 
their remm home from Vietnam or else at the completion of their holiday within 
Vietnam. Of four hundred and twenty questionnaires distributed, one hundred and 
ninety completed questi01maires were collected. The sample size obtained met 
the minimum suggested by Salant and Dillman ( 1994 ). There are 20 cases were 
deleted because of some incomplete and missing data points. Therefore. 170 
remaining and fully completed questionnaires were used for the study, indicatiYe 
of a 41 % response rate. Version 12 of SPSS was used for data input. 

Results and Discussions 
Socio-Demographic Characteristics 

As outlined in Table 2, respondents consisted of 54. l % of females and 45.9 
% males. In tenn of age. 19.5% of respondents were between 18 to 31 years old 
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and 17. 7% benveen 32 to 45 years of age. The majority were older \vith more 
than 52'% being between 46 and 60 years of age. A high proportion had a univer
sity degree (51. n'o) with undergraduate holders (28.2%) and post-graduate de
gree holders (23.5%). The largest groups of respondents \Vere professionals 
(31.8%), followed by manager or administrator (20.6%) and retired (13.5%). 
This finding is in line with the PA TA study (1999) which indicated that Ameri
cans who travel internationally tend to be better educated, wealthier, and older 
than average. Travellers to the Asia-Pacific region in particular come from the 
economic and educational elite, a status that fev,,. reach until later in life. Most 
have considerable prior experience as international tourists. 

Table 2: A Socio-Demographic Profile of Respondents 

American Tourists Number Percentage 
(N=170} 

Gender 
Male 78 45.9 

Female 92 54.1 

Age · 
18. 24 21 12.4 

25- 31 12 7:1 

32-38 18 10.6 

39. 45 29 17.1 

46 - 52 34 20.0 

53 - 59 15 8.8 

More than 60 41 24.1 

Education 
High school 38 22.4 

College (Noh Degree) 44 25.9 

Universicy Degree 48 28.2 

Postgraduate 40 23.5 

Occupation 
Manager! Administrator 35 20.6 

Professional 54 31.8 

Student 13 7.6 

Tradesperson 16 9.4 

Technician 19 11.2 

Laborer 1 Worker 10 5.9 

Retired 23 13.5 

Source: Sun c} Results 200.t 
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Travel Characteristics 
111e following section outlines respondent travel characteristics such as travel 

purpose, travel mode, trawl companion, length of stay, number of trips to Viet
nam and the use of different infonnation sources for preparing their holiday. 
Table 3 provides a breakdown of the responses. 

Table 3: Travel Characteristics of American Tourists 

American Tourists Number Percentage 
(N=170) 
Purpose of Trip To Vietnam 
Holiday 127 74.7 

Educanon 14 8.2 

Conference 4 2.4 

Business 9 5.3 

Visiting fr.ends and Relafr1es 16 9.4 

Sources of Information about Vietnam 

F am>iy' R elat1veSJ Friends 74 12.3 

Madia 66 1LC 

Previous e~penence 67 11.1 

Guiae books 115 19.1 

Travel agents 83 13.6 

Newspaper 74 12.3 

Internet 123 20.5 

NumberofTrips to Vietnam 
First bme 100 588 

Second time 36 21.2 
Thim time 19 11.2 

Fourth ame 6 3.5 
Fifth Ume 4 2.4 
Si-" ilme and mare 5 2.9 

length of Holiday in Vietnam 
Less than cne weak 5 3.5 

!="mm cr.e 'Nee~ ~-c ~1•c 'Neeks 55 32.4 
More than two weeks 62 36.5 
From rwo wee:"is to three week'..s 15 a.a 
From three weei<s to four weeks 13 7.6 

More than four weeks 19 11.2 

Travel Mode to Vietnam 
Escorteo Tour 100 588 
Independently 70 41.2 

Travel Companion 
Alene 98 57.6 
Two Person 60 35.3 
Three Persons 12 7.1 

Source: Sur\'cy Rc:su!is 2(~)4 
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Regarding travel purpose, 74.7% ofrespondents travelled to Vietnam for 
pleasure purposes. Among this number, 15.9% also travel for education, confer
ence and business purposes and 9.4% also traYel for visiting friends and relatiYes 
(as they had connection through marriage or cultural interest with Vietnam). A 
majority (58.8%) were visiting Vietnam for the first time, 21.2% for the second 
time and around 20% for between three to six times. 

A relatively large percentage of respondents were undertaking an escorted 
tour ( 58.8%) while 41.2% were travelling as free and independent travelers. Given 
the sampling frame, it is not surprising that respondents demonstrated a strong 
preference for escorted tours. A similar trend is evident in the case of other 
Western outbound travel markets to Vietnam with a tendency for group rather 
than for individual travel (VNAT, 1999). A desire for fewer hassles, convenience 
and reasonable prices may be reasons for choosing escorted tours. When selling 
package tours to Americans tour operators may be well advised to emphasize the 
benefits of fewer problems, greater convenience and reasonable prices. In addi
tion, they might promote values such as quality service and variety of tour op
tions to increase their market share. 

A relatively high proportion of American tourists ( 41.2%) traveled to Viet
nam as free independent travelers. The opening up of Vietnam to individual travelers 
in the early 1990s offered a rare opportunity to witness both the speed and adap
tation processes of development oflow-budget accommodation infrastructure. 
A significant proportion of American backpackers discovered Vietnam as a newly 
accessible area of South East Asia. The relatively high percentage of independent 
travel has been the result of visa relaxation over the last few years, especially 
during the promotion of"Vietnam as a destination forthe New Millennium''. Such 
features may guide the Vietnamese tourism industry when marketing or promot
ing their products. It may be worth emphasizing the backpacker segment which 
allows tourists to explore, sightsee and undertake a variety of activities inde
pendently. 

With regard to party composition, 57.6% of respondents travelled alone 
while more than 35.3% travelled with two persons as couple and 7 .1 % with three 
persons as with friends. The interpersonal relationships that respondents enjoy 
with family and friends during their trip and the friendly relationship created with 
others whilst on holiday were also another interesting experience reported by 
many respondents. Escorted tours would usefully feature activities that allow 
American tourists the opportunity to enjoythe companyoffellowtravellers and 
families. 

The typical duration·of American vacations to Vietnam was two to three 
weeks. Some 36.5% ofrespondents holidayed in Vietnam more than two weeks, 
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32.4% for one to t:wo weeks, 11.2% for more than four weeks, 8.8% for between 
two to three weeks, 7.6% for between three weeks to four weeks and 3.5%1 for 
less than one week. 111e duration of trip seems to be longer than expected relative 

to other medium haul destinations. 
Approximately 59% of respondents were traveling to Vietnam for the first 

time, 21.2% for the second time and 20% as from the third to over six time. 
These results suggest that many respondents were experienced Vietnam travel
lers. With the sharp fall in the price of travel and acconnnodation in the last few 
years in Vietnam, the pattern is beginning to change as American have more op
portunities to shift away from longer and more expensive trips to Europe to
wards shorter and relatively cheaper trips to Vietnam American travellers are 
considering Vietnam as a potential holiday destination for a number of reasons: 
they have a strong historical connection and they are curious of coming to return 
after so many years of war. These results imply that the Vietnamese tourism 
industry can build a distinct image in the American market with a view to attract
ing more tourists. A high percentage of respondents are very experienced tra\:el
lers having previously holidayed in Vietnam with a high percentage on their sec
ond trip (21.2%) and 20.0% on third, fourth and even sixths trip to Vietnam. 
Targeting the repeat American visitors could also be considered as one of the 
important components of Vietnam's tourism marketing strategy. According to 
Oppem1ann (1998), it is five or six times more effective to attract previous cus
tomers than it is to gain a new one, and the expected positive word-of-mouth 
generated by satisfied customers could serve as a further marketing incentive. 

With reference to infonnation used, Table 4 outlines the most important 
sources of information used by respondents in preparing for their holiday to Vi
etnan1. 

Table 4: Sources oflnfonnation about Vietnam 

Category label Count Percent of Responses Percent of Cases 

internet 123 20.5 72.4 

Guide Books 115 19.1 67.6 

Travel agents 82 13.6 48.2 

News paper 74 12.3 43.5 

Family/ Relatives/ Friends 74 12.3 43.5 

Previous Experiences 67 11.1 39.4 

Media 66 11.0 38.8 

Total Resoonses 601 100 353 

Source: Sur\"ey Results 2004 
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Some respondents used more than one information source. Consequently, 
the results are presented with the "Percentage of Responses" column used to 
indicate the proportion of the total number of information sources used in each 
category. Internet emerges as the most popular source of infommtion. The "Per
centages of Cases" column indicates the proportion ofrespondents that had used 
Internet as the particular source of information for their trip to Vietnam. 

As can see on Table 4, the majority of respondents (72.4%) cited Internet as 
the most important source ofinfonnation, though most had also used other sources. 
Some 6 7 .6% had used Guidebooks while 48.2% used Travel Agents. Other sources 
included 43.5% who obtained information from their families and relatives, 39.4% 
from with previous travel experience to Vietnam, 43.5% from newspaper and 15% 
from the media. These results show that American travellers access a wide range of 
sources of information when preparing for a holiday in Vietnam. These findings 
indicate that tourists who plan their travel well in advance usually search for de
tailed infomiation. The sources of information and types of promotional tools have 
an influence over destinations images (Telisman-Kosuta, 1989; Butler, 1990; 
Bojanic, 1991; Gartner, 1993). The outcomes of the present research have also 
confinned that the hltemet, guidebooks and travel agents were the most prominent 
means of forming the perceptions of American tourists towards Vietnam Word
of-mouth from friends, family and relatives also played a vital role in the decision
making process. According to Biles et al (1999), overseas promotion by Vietnam's 
tourism industry remains very limited. Vietnam's tourism industry may need de
velop a distinct strategy rather than relying on traditional approach of advertising 
overseas. Building a strategy around the foll range of travel infomiation sources 
including the hltemet, guidebooks and promotional publications may be more ef
fective. Enhancing the knowledge and skills of travel agents may also help to pro
vide a better product and service to their customers. Positive reports from satis
fied clients can play an important role in the success of tourism businesses. 

Destination Loyalty 
With regard to behavioural intentions, of the 170 visitors surveyed on a scale 

from 1 (Definitely Not) to 6 (Definitely Yes), 60.6% stated that they would defi
nitely return to Vietnan1, whilst only 2.4% would not. Concerning reconunenda
tion of Vietnam as a holiday destination to otl1ers, tl1e vast majority of respond
ents (63.5%) stated that they would definitely recommend Vietnam \vhilst only 
4.1 % of respondents replied that they would not (see Table 5). Based on these 
results, it appears that there is and will continue to be an American holidav mar
ket for Vietnam. According to Cho ( 1998), "the opinions on intention of~epeat 
visit and recommending the tour to otl1ers also represent the overall satisfaction" 
ofrespondents. 
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Table 5: Destination Loyalty (Behavioural Intention) 

Consideration Reoeat Visitation to Vietnam Freauencv Percent 
Definitely Nnt 4 2.4 

Two 2 1.2 

Three 4 2.4 

Four 27 15.9 

Five 30 17.6 

Definitely Yes 103 60.6 

Total 170 100 

Recommendation of Vietnam Holiday to Others Frequency Percent 
Definil!!ly Not 7 4.1 

Two 7 4.1 

Three 10 5.9 

Four 15 8.8 

Five 23 13.5 

Definitely Yes 108 63.5 

Total 170 100 

Source: Sun-ey Results 2004 

Comparison of Perceived Importance and Satisfaction 
This section consists of the Paired samples t test results. Interviews and 

observations were also used to provide a clearer picture of respondent percep
tions of Vietnam's attractiveness in terms of price and quality of products and 
services offered as well as the level safety and security. 

Findings from the Survey. Questionnaire 
Each of the 31 variables indicated a single destination attribute and respond

ents were asked to indicate the importance and satisfaction of each. These find
ings were supplemented with participant observations on the part of the research
ers. 

The following section focuses on Paired samples t test of destination at
tributes sought by American travellers. This type of analysis is viewed as the best 
means of ranking the perceived inlportance and levels of satisfaction of respond
ents towards the tourism products and services offered by providers in Vietnanl. 

As can be seen in Table 6 and based on mean scores the 31 destination 
attributes are ranked in order of importance from high to low, with only two 
items having low scores. There are "Availability of Shopping Facilities" ( 4.49) 
and "Value of Goods and Services for Prices Charged" (4.38). Similarly, respondent 
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levels of satisfaction were also ranked from high to low. Only two items had low 
means scores, namely "Services levels in Retail Shops" ( 4.20) and "Availability 
of shopping facilities" (3. 75). There are no attributes is rated low (less than 3 on 
a 5-point scale) in both in the perceived importance and levels of satisfaction. 

In Table 6, an association is drawn between the top ten attributes in either 
the importance colunu1 or the satisfaction column. The relationships are high
lighted with arrows. The top rated item overall is "Friendli11ess and Hospitality of 
Local People". This is ranked one for importance and two for satisfaction. 

Table 6: Results of Paired Samples TT est of Importance (I) and Satisfaction 
(S) with Destination Attributes in Vietnam 
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Destination Attributes - Degree of Perceived Importance 
The respondents detemuned the mean scores for each attribute in terms 0f 

importance. They were asked to assess the importance of each attribute from the 
list of 3 i variables with one being least important and six being most important. 
An analysis of the means allows for the identification of the most impol,iant at
tributes. Of the 31 variables, the 10 which scored highest in ten11S of importance 
are Friendliness and Hospitality of Local People; Variety ofNatural, Cultural 
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and Historical Attractions; Social and Educational Value of Tour; Efficiency of 
Services at Tourist Facilities; Variety of Beautiful Natural Scenery; Variety of 
Cultural Events and Festivals; AvailabilityofNightlife and Entertainment Facili
ties; Overall feeling of Safety and Security; Quality and Variety ofRestaurants; 
Quality Standard of Accommodation I Resort. The l 0 most important attributes 
and their means are listed on Table 7. 

Destination Attributes - Degree of Satisfaction 
The mean satisfaction score was then obtained in temis of for each attribute. 

One was least satisfied and six was very satisfied on a scale of one to six. An 
analysis of the means allows for the identification of the destination attributes 
recognised as most satisfactory by American tourists. Of the 31 variables, the 10 
which scored highest for satisfaction are Overall feeling of Safety and Security; 
Friendliness and Hospitality of Local People; Safety at Tourist Sites/ Accom
modations/ Restaurants; Overall Value for Money; Quality and Variety of Res
taurants; Political Stability of Destination; Quality and Variety of Restaurants; 
Variety ofNatural, Cultural and Historical Attractions; Value of Goods and SeIY
ices for Prices Charged; Social and Educational Value ofTour and Services lev
els and Competency of Tour Guides. The 10 most satisfied attnbutes and their 
means are listed on Table 7. 

Table 7 compares the top 10 Destination Attributes for importance and for 
satisfaction with the most important Destination Attributes being listed on the 
left. The Destination Attributes that scored most satisfaction are listed on the 
right with the mean is reported in each case. These results indicate that there is a 
high match between importance and satisfaction in the case of variables includ
ing Friendliness and Hospitality of Local People; Overall.feeling of Safety and 
Security; Quality and Variety of Restaurants Variety ofNatural, Cultural and His
torical 

It is noted that there are some attributes which are ranked very low in 
importance but very high in satisfaction. This indicates that respondents were 
very satisfied with theses attributes. These attributes are Value of Goods and 
Services for Prices Charged, Overall Value for Money, Political Stability of 
Destination and Safety at Tourist Sites/ Accommodations/ Restaurants. Simi~ 
larly, t11ere are some attributes ranked very highly in importance but very low in 
satisfaction. This indicates that respondents have obtained a low level of satis
faction or they were unsatisfied. These attributes are Availability of Nightlife 
and Entertainment Facilities (e.g. Karaoke), Availability ofFacilities at Tourist 
Sites and Airports. 

Table 7: Results of Paired Samples T Test for the 
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Importance (I) and Satisfaction (S) of Top 10 Most Important 
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Interview and Observation Outcomes 
To enhance the trustworthiness of the findings, a combination of qualitative 

and quantitative analysis was used as data and method triangulation approaches. 
Based on the survey results, we may conclude that American tourists were gener
ally happy with their holidays in Vietnam. As a result, the interviews and observa
tions also provided insights into respondent feelings and evaluation. Highlights 
included overall safety and political stability, friendliness of the local people, 
scenery, culture, value for money, local cuisine, cultural and historical attrac
tions. Lo\'.rlights included hygiene and sanitation; poor facilities at some airports 
and retail shops; poor sign posting and the shortage of infomiation centres; inad
equate service facilities offered at some banks; a deficiency ofnightlife and en
tertainment facilities, the high charge of telecommunication services and the 
overall quality.of service provided by some tourism providers and customs clear
ance. Some of these aspects were analysed as follows: 

Safety and Security: Personal safety, natural disasters, political instability 
and other forms of disturbance are causing concern for travellers. This is par
ticularly so in the case of American tourists. Due to the recent experience with 
11 September and to the perception that they may be targets of terrorist attacks, 
they exhibit great concern with their own safety when travelling abroad. Though 
they feel safe when holidaying in a politically stable destination such as Vietnam, 
respondents were however very concerned about the recent outbreaks of SAi.ls 
and bird t1u~ An image based on health and safety is likely to become increasingly 
important as the number of economies tied to tourism increases. Vietnamese 
tourist providers may need to improve the destination image by improving per
ceptions about health factors which may be perceived as risky. 
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Friendliness of Local People: Respondents were particularly satisfied with 
this aspect of their Vietnam experience. The hospitality of the people appeared 
to make their trip to Vietnam a truly memorable experience. Pizam et al empha
sised the vital role of the psychological determinants of satisfaction such as the 
hospitality of the host community, which they defined as a willingness to help 
tourists, friendliness and courtesy towards tourists (1978). Piz.am, Jafari and 
Milman also confirmed that tourist experiences affect the attitudes and opinions 
that tourists have of their hosts (1991). In the present study, interviewees indi
cated that tourism has positively affected the attitudes and opinions that Ameri
can have of Vietnamese hosts and that this can reduce the negative attitudes in the 
past between the two nations. 

Culture Seekers: Vietnamese culture and history are considered to 
be the most attractive drawcards for American tourists. This includes a mix of 
old customs and habits. Tourists enjoyed meeting with and talking to local resi
dents, tasting local cuisine, visiting minority ethnic people, witnessing traditional 
music and dance and purchasing the local artefacts. To experience different cul
tures and life-styles and broaden their knowledge ofhistory are important ben
efits sought by American tourists during their visits to Vietnam. The major per
sonal gains that Americans achieve through tourism include understanding other 
cultures and histories. Coming from a highly individualistic culture, Americans 
focus on understanding other cultures through scientific obsenration. They seem 
to perceive hosts as equals and not just part of the tourist industry. By developing 
these friendships, American tourists reported as gaining a greater understanding 
of the Vietnamese host culture. Tour operators may benefit from takingthe "cul
h1re seeker" features of American travellers into account when developing the ' . . ltmeranes. 

Vietnamese cuisine is another culh1ral aspect of the country enjoyed by 
American tourists. Culinary experiences were a highlight of many holidays and 
generally exceeded expectations. The results suggest that instead of arranging 
for all meals in the hotel, tour operators might organise opportunities for tour
ists to try some cheap specialities in the local food stores. Confirmation that 
standards of hygiene are high is important for respondents. 

Attractions: Respondents showed considerable interest in the diversity of 
Vietnam's attractions. The primary areas of interest were cultural sightseeing 
(temples, archaeological ruins, war sites, markets and festivals) and natural sight
seeing t coastal regions, national parks, and mountains). This is supported by re
search undertaken by Jansen-Verbeke ( 1995), which indicated that the combina
tion ofnatural and cultural resources in Vietnam forms a strong basis for devel
oping a unique tourist product. This could appeal to visitors seeking beach type 
holidays and those who are interested in visiting natural and scenic locations, 
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historic places and cultural attractions. Many respondents did however express 
disappointment about the inadequate of maintenance evident in many tourist sites, 
the shortage of infonnation centre and the poor signposting. It is clear that more 
work is needed by the Vietnamese authorities to preserve these attractions. as 
well as to erect more information centres and English language signs. 

War Sites: For many war veterans, Vietnam represents a site of personal 
sacrifice. Travel becomes a type of pilgrimage including the search for meaning 
in a place of war and a place associated with youth. In commenting on the desire 
for authentic experiences, MacCannell has noted that the tourist is the modern 
embodiment of the religious pilgrim (1976). The long and complex histories of 
Vietnam with so many historical sites and war relics have also been a highlight 
for many American tourists, particularly for War Veterans and their families. 
However, some respondents were disappointed by the one-sided approach to his
tory shown iH some museums. Vietnam might benefit from marketing its war
time heritage in a more effective, appropriate and consistent manner. A balanced 
and sensitive interpretation is important to provide appropriate experience for 
visitors who arrive with diverse needs and expectations. On the other hand, the 
findings have shown that Vietnam appeals to American travellers more as a pleas
ure destination than as a country of war or destitution: Promoting and maintain
ing a positive image of Vietnam is needed if more tourists and foreign invest
ment are to be attracted. 

Activities: Activities are another important holiday experience for respond
ents. Most enjoyed river cmising, boating on the bay, visiting minority 'ethnic 
groups in the hill regions or riding by cyclo, a popular form oflocal transport. A 
number of respondents also enjoyed cycling in ancient towns like Hoi An and 
Hue or along quiet country lanes. Trekking, backpacking and cycling tours were 
preferred activities for some fit and adventurous respondents. Activities and at
tractions are key attributes of a specific destination such as Vietnam and should 
be successfully exploited by tour operators to deliver effective travel products 
and services to American holidaymakers. 

Value for Money: Qualitative factors such as different culture, beautiful 
scenery and quality of accommodation were more important than price during 
the initial stage of selecting a holiday. However, tourists from different coun
tries value the various attributes differently. Respondents do not view the value 
and price of goods and services as very important (Table 5). but they expressed 
satisfaction with these attributes. They were highlysatisfied with the purchase of 
Vietnamese handicrafts su~h as Zippos; a replica of helicopters as toys made 
from soft-drink cans. With the prevailing exchange rate bet\veen the US and Vi
etnamese currencies, respondents viewed Vietnam as a very reasonable and af
fordable destination. There was a perception that bargains were available when 
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purchasing holiday goods, services and products. Some respondents were how
ever displeased with Vietnam's officially sanctioned dual pricing policy. According 
to this scheme, Westerners pay more for goods and services than locals, espe
cially in the case of transportation and accommodation. A revision of this policy 
might be desirable with a view to making the travel fares and accommodation 
rates in Vietnam more competitive and more attractive to potential American 
tourists. 

Accommodation: Since 1986, restrictions on private investment have gradu
ally been lifted and foreign investment and ownership has been encouraged. The 
number of joint-venture hotels and private hotels has increased significantly since 
the open door policy was introduced by the Vietnamese government in 1990. An 
oversupply of hotel rooms has led to a significant decrease in room rates but the 
amenities have been substantially developed. According to respondents, rooms 
were well equipped with facilities such as mini-bar and IDD telephone and many 
provided complimentary extras such as exotic fruit trays and fresh flowers. Re
spondents placed considerable importance on the quality of facilities in their 
rooms and were generally satisfied with the quality of their accommodation in 
Vietnam. However, they did mention that the quality of staff service needed im
provement in the case of a number of hotels. As the attribute and perfom1ai1ce of 
hotel service providers contribute significantly to guest satisfaction beside the 
amenities provided. room quality standards may need to better meet customer 
expectations. Meeting or exceeding customer expectations generally results in a 
positive attitude towards a hotel's service quality (Parasuraman et al., 1988). 

Tourists Service Providers: The production and distribution of services in 
international tourism involves a substantial amount of cross-cultural experience 
on the part of both tourists and service providers. Despite the friendliness and 
courteousness of Vietnamese service providers, staff appear to lack of experi
ence in dealing with Western customers and the ability to speak the language. In 
order to satisfy customer needs, it would be advisable for service providers to 
devote greater effort to human resources training. In-house training programs 
should be arranged to improve employee helpfulness, cross-cultural communi
cation and understandability, language skills, appearance and the efficiency of 
check-in or check-out. The staff also need to be involved in setting quality and 
should realise that maintaining service quality is part of their job because service 
quality is likely to lead to customer satisfaction and repurchase intention (Bih1er. 
1990; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Teas, 1993). 

Tour Guides: Respondents reported that their tour guides were of high qual
ity. The majority of Vietnamese tour guides were commended for their mastery 
of English. Tour guides were regarded as playing an important role in transmit
ting local knowledge and in helping them to avoid uncomfortable contacts with 
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Vietnam hosts. Good tour guides have the ability to interpret and to give visitors 
useful information about tourist sites. This was found to have an influence on 
their satisfaction with their learning, especially with their cross-cultural experi
ences. However, a number ofrespondents did comment that some tour guides 
seemed to be reciting scripts or trying to be politically correct and lacked their 
"personal touch". Such actions created doubt and distrust in the minds of visitors 
among the visitors. According to Schmidt, a good guide can provide tourists with 
authentic t-0urist experiences and psychological satisfaction. In addition to lan
guage skills and the knowledge required for their jobs, tour guides should have 
good cross-cultural understanding and have enthusiastic and pleasant personali
ties (1979). Regular training should be given to tour guides to enhance their knowl
edge and improve their interpretation skills and become familiar with the peculi
arities of their customers, in this case, Americans. 

Immigration and Customs Clearance: Respondents reported that these pro
cedures were quite fast and efficient but in need of some improvement. They in 
particular recommended that staff should be friendlier and more courteous rather 
than appearing intimidating to tourists. hmnigration and customs clearance is 
one of the first service procedures that tourists encounter on entering or leaving 
a particular destination. As first impressions always count, this service could 
significantly influence' the overall satisfaction of travellers. Therefore, conduct
ing appropriate training programs for these "frontline" personnel is considered 
essential in providing more efficient and courteous services and to encourage 
more user-friendly procedures with tourists. 

However, there are also some aspects that respondents were dissatisfied. 
These are described below: 

Hygiene and Sanitation: American tourists are greatly concemed about hy
giene and sanitation including the lack of clean public toilet facilities. Many ex
pressed disappointment when witnessing inadequate maintenance of such facili
ties in some hotels and public buildings. They also criticised the maintenance of 
these facilities and stressed the need to improve the level of hygiene and sanita
tion available to the public. 

Banking Services: respondents complainedthat many ATM facilities did not 
operate properly, creating difficulties for the withdrawal of money. Others were 
very disappointed that credit card payments were rejected in many places. Credit 
card Nyment facilities are considered important by American travellers because 
of security issues associated with carrying cash and the overall convenience. This 
service is not yet popular in Vietnam. In order to avoid such inconvenience, tour 
operators need conduct an induction program to their customers before travel to 
Vietnam and local government should provide more banking facilities to satisfy 
the needs and wants of growing numbers of tourists. 
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Nightlife and Entertainment Facilities: Respondents very much enjoyed Vi
etnamese traditional music and folk songs. However they reported that there is a 
lack of entertainment facilities for them to enjoy at night, particularly in some 
small to~s. Therefore. instead of equipping site with only karaoke facilities as a 
popular form of distraction, more variety of entertainment facilities such as bars 
or nightclubs would be appreciated by American tourists. 

In summary, the results obtained from the quantitative and qualitative have 
indicated that there is a strong Jirik between perceived importance, satisfaction 
and behavioural intention. According to the calculated mean scores of impor
tance and satisfaction (paired samples t test), it is clear that respondents are gen
erally satisfied with tourism products consumed in Vietnam. Findings from the 
interviews and personal observations also indicate that respondents are generally 
satisfied with their holiday experiences. Furthermore, the results also reveal a 
high percentage of respondents having a favourable opinion of the destination. A 
high proportion of respondents would recommend their holiday to friends and 
relatives and would like to return to Vietnam for a deeper exploration of the 
areas which particularly appealed to them. Though the percentage of people rec
ommending their holiday to others is higher than the percentage of repeat visi
tors, it is certain that the overall satisfaction of American travellers is high. 
Crossley and Xu ( 1996) indicate that "It is logical that tourists who are satisfied 
\Vill probably recommend tour to others, yet may seek different destinations for 
their next vacation" (p. 7). These results indicate that the level of overall satisfac
tion of American tourists to Vietnam is very high. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The current paper has addressed an under-researched aspect of tourism, 

namely American views of Vietnam's tourism products. Through its incorpora
tion ofse\'eral groups of variables it should provide academics with an enhanced 
understanding of the factors determining tourist behaviour. These variables in
clude the affect of personal cuihITal characteristics (such as socio-demographic, 
travel characteristics and behaviouristic intention profiles) on tourist holiday 
perception and satisfaction. 

As is the case with other forms ofleisure and consumer behaviour, tourism 
is a product of cultural variables and processes. It is often treated as a generic 
experience or product by those involved in planning and/or marketing. The out
comes of the present paper will be relevant in the context ofincreasing participa
tion in tourism by members of diverse cultural groups. It may also help to en
hance the appreciation of Western cultural differences amongst Asian and Viet
namese tourist marketers, in order to make appropriate adjustment to their mar
keting strategies. Moreover, as Asia emerges as the world's fastest growing tour-
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ism region, the paper will extend knowledge about Vietnam as a destination. 

From a managerial perspective, the findings should assist Vietnam's tour
ism industry to develop more focused marketing activities and to guide the de
velopment of products targeted at the American market. The socio-demographic 
and travel characteristics of American tourists that have been identified will pro
vide a useful guide for marketing. A number of key benefits sought by respond
ents have been indicated and are worth emphasizing. These include scenic beauty, 
interesting history and culture, friendliness oflocal people, food, famous cul
tural and natural attractions and value for money. Providing a satisfactory experi~ 
ence for American tourists is however equally important as projecting a positive 
image. Vietnamese tourism service providers would be well advised to ensure 
that Americans have satisfactory travel experiences in Vietnam. They should also 
consider how to provide added value with a view to securing market share in this 
emerging and high potential market. 

While this research has added to the current literature on American travel 
behaviour in Asia and particularly in Vietnam, there are a number oflimitations 
and the results should be treated cautiously. The current research is exploratory 
and involves a relatively small sample. This limits the generalisation of the find
ings. However, as "tastes and styles of travellers are still of an emerging nature" 
(Mok et al., 1995); longitudinal research on American pleasure travellers should 
be conducted to obtain patterns of travel to, and monitor attih1dinal changes to
wards different types of activities and services. It might be worthwhile compar
ingthe expectations and the perceptions of American who have not visited Viet
nam with those who have been previously. Although beyond the scope of the 

· present sh1dy, an evaluation of this comparative aspect would be valuable for 
future purposes. There is also a need to research American outbound travel to 
different destinations. It is hoped that this study will provide guidance for Viet
nam which has much to offer for American tourists in terms of diversity, culture, 
affordability and historical significance and furtherresearch is needed into tour
ism in South East Asia to place this potential in wider conteJ\t. 
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